Check out the story behind the evolution of this resource here:
https://slowchatthehealth.com/2017/02/14/story-cubes/

Print out on stiff card. Poke a matchstick through the center. Spin the spinner, your icon will be the one at which the spinner comes to rest. These are easier to create than the ‘story cubes’, which can be found at the link mentioned above.

You can use these story spinners in a variety of ways in class.

1: Spin all 9 story spinners. Choose an image to start your story/narrative and then continue, linking each of the 9 face up images.

2: Think of a health theme or topic. Spin all 9 story spinners and try to weave them into the chosen title or theme.

3: Divide the spinners between a group of students. First spins their story spinner to start the story/narrative. The next player in the group spins their story spinner and builds upon the story. You can stop after 9 spins, or keep the rotation going if the students can confidently continue with the activity.